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XML and SOAP Programming for BizTalk ServersMicrosoft Press, 2000
The eXtensible Markup Language, or XML, is a simple technology that has taken  the computer world by storm. Even before XML was formally adopted, Microsoft  Chairman Bill Gates called XML a "breakthrough technology" because he saw the  value of defining data transactions in an open, platform-independent way. Since  then, many standards...
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Tocqueville: A Very Short Introduction (Very Short Introductions)Oxford University Press, 2010

	No one has ever described American democracy with more accurate insight or more profoundly than Alexis de Tocqueville. After meeting with Americans on extensive travels in the United States, and intense study of documents and authorities, he authored the landmark Democracy in America, publishing its two volumes in 1835 and 1840. Ever...
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3D Game Textures: Create Professional Game Art Using PhotoshopFocal Press, 2006
"After reading this you'll have a far better understanding of what it takes to become successful in the games world..." - Advanced Photoshop, April 2006

"Ahearn's book can and will help you become a much better artist, even if you never did much texturing before." - Apogee Photo Magazine, August 2006     

...
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Enterprise Games: Using Game Mechanics to Build a Better BusinessO'Reilly, 2012

	
	
		We are living in a time of big changes. We face changes driven by
	
		powerful forces like world population growth; rising prices for food, fuel,
	
		and raw materials; depletion of natural resources; and increasing levels of
	
		greenhouse gases in the atmosphere. And at the very same time, we are
	
		also surrounded by the...
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The Practice of Enterprise Modeling: Third IFIP WG 8.1 Working ConferenceSpringer, 2010

	These are the proceedings of the Third IFIP WG 8.1 Working Conference on the Practice of Enterprise Modeling, held in Delft (The Netherlands) on November 9 and 10, 2010. It followed the success of PoEM 2008 and 2009 (both held in Stockholm), which each attracted over 50 participants from all over the world, representing both industry and...
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Lake and Sea Monsters (Mysteries, Legends, and Unexplained Phenomena)Chelsea House Publications, 2008
Did you ever have an experience that turned your whole world upside down? Maybe you saw a ghost or a UFO. Perhaps you had an unusual, vivid dream that seemed real. Maybe you suddenly knew that a certain event was going to happen in the future. Or, perhaps you saw a creature or a being that did not fi t the description of anything known in the...
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Uncertainty and Surprise in Complex Systems: Questions on Working with the UnexpectedSpringer, 2005
Complexity science has been a source of new insight in physical and social systems and has demonstrated that unpredictability and surprise are fundamental aspects of the world around us. This book is the outcome of a discussion meeting of leading scholars and critical thinkers with expertise in complex systems sciences and leaders from a variety...
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Printing in Plastic: Build Your Own 3D Printer (Technology in Action)Apress, 2011

	The book you’re holding in your hands is going to show you how to build your very own 3D Printer. It’s
	not science fiction. It’s a device that will allow you to print out (in plastic) whatever you can imagine.
	(Okay, that’s a bit of a stretch – there are size limitations when using this machine.)
	Read the...
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Six-Legged Soldiers: Using Insects as Weapons of WarOxford University Press, 2008
"Six-Legged Soldiers is an excellent account of the affect arthropod-borne diseases have had on warfare...This book will inspire readers to understand...threats and prepare new methods to combat them."--Nature, November 2008
 
"Both science and military history buffs will learn much from Lockwood, a self-described skeptic...
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JSP Tag LibrariesManning Publications, 2001
Shows HTML and Java programmers how to create and use JSP tag components to perform iterations and access databases, and manipulate EJB's, e-mail systems, Java Beans, and e-commerce applications and WAP that work with cellular phones.

Six years ago, Java burst onto the computing scene and dramatically changed the way programmers develop...
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Numerical Techniques for Chemical and Biological Engineers Using MATLAB®: A Simple Bifurcation ApproachSpringer, 2006

	This book has come about by chance.


	The first author, Said Elnashaie, and his wife, Shadia Elshishini, moved next door to
	the second author, Frank Uhlig, and his family in 2000. The two families became good
	neighbors and friends. Their chats covered the usual topics and occasionally included
	random teaching, departmental, and...
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Ageless Marketing: Strategies for Reaching the Hearts and Minds of the New Customer MajorityKaplan Business, 2003
Today's richest market is the New Customer Majority: middle-aged and older adults who make up the biggest percentage of the buying public. Never before have adults 40 years and older been in the majority. Understanding this population and persuasively selling to it require a new kind of marketing research arsenal.
In...
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